Trustees Add
Health Associate
by Sue Erb
After a year's research and study the Advisory Committee on Health Services has seen its recommendations take
an important step toward reality. The Board of Trustees recently voted to add a Health-Associate who will deal with
women 's health problems to the Colby staff.
The committee's study focused on the topics of sexual health care on campus and the developm ent of a college
health edu cation program.
The committee in its recommendation to President Robert E.L. Strider last spring saw a definite need to add a female health associate or Phy sician 's Assistant to the Health
Service staff. With the aid of other Health Services Personnel , the Health Associate will be responsible for the developmen t o f health education;and counseling programs, particularly in the area of sexu al health care.
The primary proposal of the additional staff member
needed Board of Trustees approval. Approval was given late
last month . According to Strider , the search for a wellqualified p erson will begin soon. Since most of the other
recommendations made by the Health Committee require
the additional staff member, the recommendation will go
into effect upon the addition of the staff member.
In the area of Health Education , the committee recommended that formal cou rses, such as the Human Sexuality (PS 132) should be continued but that smaller discussion groups be added to the lecture format. Also, considerati on should be given to reformulate the Physical Education requirement to include courses in health-related matters,
such as nutrition and diet, aJchohol and drug-related problems, and basic p rinci ples of physical fitness.

Committee Chairman Art Champlin
This program would mean a coordinated effort on the
part of the Physical Education Department and the Health
vices Staff to provide instructional and teaching material.
The report also stated that dormitory-based discussions would
be u seful in brin ging together Health Care Staff and interested students to talk, informally about any health-related
concerns students might have.
The committee also noted a pressing need for counseling
in the area of gynecological problems. It was also considered
imperative that the Health Associate have some training in
gynecology. However, the committee's report stressed the
idea that though the immediate need seems to be in the area
of sexual health care, all areas of health care should be expanded and would benefit from an addition to the Health Care
staff.

Colby Wins
Sex-Bias Case
by David Himm elste in
Press Herald Writer

U.S. District Judge Edward T. Gignoux has sided with
Colby and two of its insurance companies in a sex-discrimination suit generally regarded as a national test case.
Specifically, Gignou x dismissed a complaint by the
federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) charging that Colby 's retirement and insurance
p lans unlawfully discriminated on thc basis of sex by disbursing unequal benefit payments.
'
WMHB On tbe Af rr-Pag eSix G.C.P.
An EEOC spokesman in Washington said Thursday
Their actu arial data showed ch at women enrolled
that the group 's legal staff will confer later th is month
in their plans lived an average of four years longer than
about whether to appeal Gignoux's ruling.
their male counterparts.
However, an attorney connected wi th the case since
Thus, they paid out benefits, as Gignoux noted,
it was first initiate d more th an two years ago said the
following "the essential proposition upon which the
chances were good that the case will eventually wind up
insurance industry operatesi the fund from which annuibefore the U.S. Supreme Court.
ties are paid should not be exhausted until the last anThe gut issue of tlie dispute centers on one of the
nuitant covered by thc fun d dies."
bedrock, premises of this country 's actuarial tables-that
Accordingly, to account for the longevity diffewomen live longer th an men.
rence, the retirement fund paid mondily benefits to
Like 2,800 other institutions across thc country
women which were slightly less than those paid to men.
participating in the program, Colby's male and female emHowever, this was a sex discrimination hassle th at
ployees made equal contributions to the retirement annuity
swu ng both ways.
nnd life insurance plans.
Using the same actuarial tables, the insurance plan
The plans were operated by Colby s two co-defendants
paid men lower death benefits than women, arguing that
in the suit, the Tea chers Insurance and Annuity Association
because of thc higher male mortality rate, money from
(T1AA) and the College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF).'
the group insurance fund for men is expended at a faster
In computing the payout of annuity and insurance
rate than the group fund for women.
funds , thc insurance firms used two sets of life expectancy
Continued on page fo ur
tables, one for thc men and another for women .

Last n ight the Colby Faculty voted against
an EPC-approved motion which would have allowed the class of 1981 and following classes
to take all but the last intermediate-level Iangauge course on a pass/fail basis.
The motion was defeated by a margin
of 10 votes.
On Sept. 27 the EPC approved the
policy by a vote of 7-4. The issue was to
determine whether or not a prerequisite to
a requirement is part of th at requirement.
In his argument in favor of the motion ,
Prof. Robert MacArthur clarified the language
requirement as a proficiency requirement ,
meritin g different evaluation from the grading
policy for distribution requirements . Prof.
J ean Bundy stated that allowing students to
take the first three courses in the sequence
of the language requirement on a pass/fail
basis was unfair. ~X\& student would be led
to believe tha t after doing "minimal work"
in t he firs t thr ee semester courses he or she
would receive an adequate grade in the final
cours e. _ VaJ Ta ||and
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As for actual sexual health care services that should bt
provided, the committee suggested that both diagnosis and
treatment of medical and psychological sex-related problems
sh ould be provided. Routine gynecological exams should be
availabl e, as well as pregnancy tests and counseling. An education and counseling service on birth control was also recommended.
Individual students would be expected to participate in
¦the program before birth control devices would be prescribed
and dispensed. Sexual health care services would be available du ring d aily sick call , by appointment or, if demand warrants, in a sexual health care cli nic. Also, a directory would
be available that would compare costs of such services on
campus and in the local community.
Continued on page f our

Echo Featu re :

Lovej oy Sp eak er
Bob Green e
by Phili p G louch evi tch

Robert W. Greene will address thc annual Lovejoy
Convocation to be held Thursday, November 17. Don
Bolles, this year's Lovejoy recipient, was killed last year in
Arizona. Greene is an appropriate speaker as he led the
team of reporters who investigated Boll c's death.
Greene has been involved in investigative journ alism
for many years. His latest major work was, "The Arizona
Story," a 23-part series dealing with organized crime in
Arizona. This project was unique-, after Don Bolles' assasination, a team of 36 reporters led by Greene, representing 24 newspapers, CBS radio, and KGUN-TV of
Tuscon, uncovered evidence linking prominent Arizona
businessmen with known underworld racketeers. Never
before had*so many reporters been united on one project.
The concept was both lauded and criticized by the journalistic community.
Before undertaking "The Arizona Story," Greene
won Pulitzer Prizes in 1970 and 1974. The first Prize was
for a three-year investi gation of land deals on Long Island.
Green 's second Prize went for an investigation called "The
Heroin Trail" an expose tracing the drug from the *Turkish
poppy fields to the French processing p lants to thc New
York City and Long Island- dealers.
In 1967, at the request of thc late Senator Robert
P. Kennedy, Greene served on the Senate Labor Rackets
Committee, heading a staff of investigators working on
ties between the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
and organized crime in the N.Y.C. area. Greene has also
Continued on pag e eleven

-L E T T E R S —
EDITORIALS

All letters must be signed and subm itted by
Monday evening. Names will be withheld upon request.

On F our Courses
This week's Rapprochement by Prof. Tietenberg resurrects an old discussion that is important to the
entire Colby community: the four-course academic semester.
President Strider not only endorsed the idea last spring but has also been lobbying for the four-course
concept for many years. His argument has been that two five-course semesters and an intensive Jan Plan is a heavier load than most colleges require.
We have leard the argument that the Science Division is already on thcfour-course semester. This may
be true; however because the Science Division has solved the problem within its own confines does not necessarily mean that the problem no longer exists for the college as a whole.
In 1962, Colby initiated the January Program of Independent Study which wqs designed to provide
students with an opportunity for intensive study. Thq program was innovative and highly successful. The program greatly enhanced the College's academic reputation. Jan Plan still has the potential for being an enlightening
creative period; unfortunately many students use January as a play period between two over-burdened semesters.
We should continually attempt to increase our capabilities and opportunities. We should work toward
making our Colby diplomas worth as much as possible. Taking a 'gut' fifth course or sloughing over five courses ,
being so tied up in keeping up with five syllabi that there is no time for the education-enriching outside interests:
this trend is dangerous.
Colby is a liberal arts institution and one of the best. We have one of the best faculties in the East.
It would seem that a four-course semester would be the most effective and advantageous way of utilizing both
their time and the student's time.
This question is presently in the hands of the Graduation Requirements Committee. Perhaps they are
considering dropping the credit-hour system entirely in favor of the four-course semester. The ECHO believes that
a move toward a four-course semester in some form would be of great benefit.

J o b Weil-Done
This week's front page story concerning long-awaited improvements in health care at Colby is one we
are very happy to ran. The addition of a Health Associate to the infirmary staff , and the subsequent policy
changes shouldbe of great benefit to the student body.
It was one year ago last month that over 400 students faced President Strider in an emotion-filled
Dana dining hall. The evening was not a pleasant one; many people's feelings were hurt.
That night, few people believed that President Stridor's suggestion to form a committee would produce any tangible results. The recommendations of that committee will soon become reality.
Historically, committees at Colby have not always worked. The success of this particular committee
rests largely on its solid groundwork and perseverence. The committee spent six months doing an extremely
thorough job of researching the problem. Students were polled, other colleges consulted, and every possible improvement in health care at Colby was considered. The committee members should be applauded for the manner
in which they conducted the study. If the committee had gone about their investigation in an over-anxious manner, the results, would have lacked the seriousness and importance which they now hold. This was a; potentially
explosive issue anid improper management, on the part of the committee, would have only provided the spark.that
could have ignited it.
This issue gives evidence that the system can work. In this case, student opinion did count. The success of the committee can only be attributed to those who believed in the potential for success.

Criteria Clarification

To the Editor:
In the interest of accuracy, let me correct an oversight in Sue-Ellen Shea's article (ECHO, Nov. 3, p. 5),
describing the federal and institutional criteria currently
used by the Financial Aid O ffice in detennining Independent Student Status for financial assistance at Colby .
The eligibility criteria outlined in the article are under consideration by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare for implementation in future months. We
presently utilize the following criteria and expect to do so
for the 78-79 award year:
1) a student has not or will not be claimed as an exemption for federal income tax purposes by any person, except his/her spouse, for the calendar year in which assistance is received and the calendar year prior to the academ
ic year for which aid is requested;
2) a student has not and will not receive financial assistance of more than $600, including equivalent room and/or
board, from his/her parents or those acting in loco parentjs, in the calendar year in which assistance is received,
and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which
add is requested and;
3) a student has not or will not live for more than two
(2) consecutive weeks in the home of a parent during the
calendar year in which aid is received and the calendar
year prior to the academic year for which aid is requested.
In. a situation where both parents are recently deceased, these provisions may be waived based on individual case detail. A student applying for Independent Student Status is asked to produce notarized statements from
parents or guardians verifying the above criteria. Eligibility is determined each year.
continued on next page
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The Colby Echo

LETTER S
The Office of Edu cation in f orm s us that no decision
has been made to adopt the new eligibility criteria re-prmted in your article.
Sinceiely,
Gary N_ Weaver
Assistant to the Director of Financial Aid

r
President and Mrs. Strider will be at home for
any students who might wish to drop in on Sunday evening, Nov em ber 13 , fr om 7:JO on. Very informal.
_

_

worse way of reminding an old alumnus about his gjma
mater than by popping up in front of him on the sports
page in glorious defeat, week after week?
I'm not advocating a total switch of emphasis to
sports, but there is considerable damage to be repaired before we can start having teams that are at all respectable.
Apart from monetary considerations, teams that win a fair
proportion of their games are absolutely crucial in generating
any sort of school spirit. I'm not asking for perfect records,
just ones that don't resemble the record of the Thomas
College Debating Team. Anyone who has been to an Ivy
League school on a big sports weekend has experienced
what I mean by school spirit. Even if you have no chance
of ever attending Big Green, you're out th ere whipped t o a
frenzy, calling for an end to the miserable life of the opposing linebacker who ju st made a late tackle on "our" star
running back. Frenzy : pure school frenzy.
Don't get me wrong, frenzy is not what we want,
but a suitcase college where everyone packs it away to other
more exciting places on the weekend is not what "we want
either. But we're beginning to see it. Wake up RELS, and
see what's happening; I just hope it's not what you want
either.
Larry Hill, '78

At hletic Blues
To the Editor:
In four years at Colby , I _ . like most other students,
have come to accept the fact that teams at this school
always seem to lose. As a freshman , I did experience a
rare thrill, seeing a Colby basketball team advance to the
finals of the ECAC tournament (only to lose a close game).
But, in general, since I have been here, the noteworthy
teams have been few and far between. As a soccer player,
I haye participated on teams with a combined recored of
6-20-4. The football team in the last four years has been
8-23, while hockey has run at 18-48-2. Of the large spectator sports, only basketball and baseball have managed winning seasons, with the only truly good team being that of
ning seasons, with the only truly good team being that of 1
'74 basketball team (17-6). Tennis arid golf have had some
success, but with little support from the school.
What is behind this lack of athletic prowess? One
might suspect that we on this Hill are just too dedicated to
our studies to bother with athletics. In face of the fact
that the most study-oriented school in the country-MlTfields more intercollegiate teams' than any other college or
university in the country, this idea holds little attraction.
Perhaps we are just too small a. school, with limited resources, to spend money on athletics. .But the obvious con
tradiction is Bowdoin College, less than % our size, whose
teams regularly beat up on Colly .
The fact of the matter is that in its frantic efforts
to improve the academic facilities of the. school, the administration has failed even to maintain, much less improve
athletics. Sure, ten years ago we spent millions on a fieldhouse, with new locker rooms, indoor track and baseball
diamond, etc. But since then, the four maj or sports at
Colby (football , baseball, hockey , basketball) have had
only 11 winning seasons between them : so much for the
fieldhouse contribution.
A case in point is one of those "other sports"soccer. It's the fastest growing sport in the country,
but you wouldn't know it at Colby . For four years,
until 1975, tlie coach was a Colby alumnus whose main
claim to soccer skill and coaching.ability was by virtue of
having been an all-ECAC hockey player in the late 60's,
(which obviously qualified him to be the tennis coach also,
in addition to a minimum of responsibilities as the hockey
coach. At Colby , it aU follows.)....
nils past year , the soccei team was provided , as
usual, with a field that still yearns to be swampland , and
thus refused to be playable (or practicable) after our third
game. It's just a "good" thing that they had the foresigh t
to schedule all of our last seven games away. Nevermind
the fact that we were in Henniker, NH for Homecoming
Saturday-our field nt home was six inches deep in mud and
water , with pollywogs ready to sprout at any second.
The question now arlses-why Is tliis happening? Do
we deserve such abuse? The u^unl faculty argument is that
any money allocated to sports comes out of "potential"
academic funds, so this "leak" in the system should be minimized , if not stopped altogether . They also seem to resent
alumni contributions earmarked for sports teams, viewing
them ns being wasted on non-academic pursuits. What no
one in a position of power seems tb realized is that a
school's athletic reputation is closely tied to both the
general reputation of the school and the flow of nlumnt
hinds comlhg In. How are you going to convince a prospective applicant (athlete or not) that Colby is a desirable
choice, when aU hc/she may have heard about us is that we
lost our last hockey game to UVM 18-6 , or our lost soccer
game to eminently reputable Babson, <6-0? And is there no

Maisel Welcom ed
To the Editor:
In last week's edition of the ECHO, Jay Moody expressed his views on Professor Maisel's intended candidacy
for congress as Maine's representative. I found Moody's
letter, "Maisel Stay Home," to be totally uncalled for and
extremely unjust.
I was so struck by the letter that I felt I had to dig
up the October 27 edition of the ECHO and reread "Maisel
on the Issues." I had not been fully aware of the importance of the, issues discussed between the ECHO reporter
and Maisel. After reading the article .a second time, I then
proceeded to acquaint myself with the issues in question.
I don't pretend to fully support Prof. Maisel's political arguments, but that is of little consequence to anyone
but myself. I believe that it is the Maine electorate's respon
sibility to vote as it sees fit. Who I ask, is Jay Moody, a
second year college student , to tell Prof. Maisel, a knowledgeable politician, -what the electorate wants?
I would suggest to Moody, that he refrain from criticizing Maisel or anyone else, until he himself is in a more
qualified position to judge what Maine wants. Maisel is not
without support , as many of his student campaigners would
verify. To Jay Moody I say, let time and the Maine electorate be the best ju dge of Prof, Maisel's qualifications.
Sincerely,
Larry Branyan
Maisel Qualified
To the Editor:
In response to the letter appearing in last week's
ECHO under the heading "Maisel Stay H ome" I would like
to make several points. Like the author, I am a native of
Maine, however I do not share Mr. Moody's unreasoned
fear of the "out-of-stater." The geographic accident of
birth in Buffalo should not disqualify one from exercising
their political freedoms. Rather than native status, what
should be of more importance is the interest and dedication
Mr. Maisel has shown to the stat e of Maine through his involvement in state and local politics.
Secondly , Prof. Maisel's experience as Director of the
Task Force on Work Man gement for the Obey Commission
in Wasliington, as a member of the Rules Committee of the
1976 Democratic National Convention , and his position as
Associate Professor of Government are refreshing qualifications for a Congressman to effectively represent the residents of the first district.
The issues should determine who is to be Congressman.
The topic of unemployment clearly shows the crucial difference between Sandy Maisel and David Emery. The
Hon. David Emery has twice voted against the interests of
Maine on the Local Public Works Act. On both occasions
he voted for formulas that substantially decreased the amount
of money that Maine would have allocated for ne-w j obs.
With Prof. Molsel's education , background, and expe
rlence in Washington he will be a welcome addition to
Maine's Congressional Delegation.
S. William Savchkk, '78

Observations.. •
by Jarnes P. Zendman
Two months ago the Dean's office submitted a
statement of Colby's alcohol policy re-emphasizing the
school 's long standing regulation prohibiting on-campus,
outdoor drinking-. The fir st seed of deteriorating campus
social life was thus planted. A new regulation was added
requiring parties to be registered with the Dean 's office
twenty-four houss in advance. Two weeks ago, administrative cogs whizzed with statements by Pat Chasse threatening the cancellation of Winter and Spring Carnivals. At '
the Monday, Oct. 24 Stu-A meeting, Chasse blamed the
Interfraternity Council for breaking their promises during
Oktoberfest. In turn the Student Association informally
backed the ECHO'S subsequent editorial.
However, the threat was never actualized. In that
Thursday's "Letters" section of the ECHO, Pat Chasse
turned 180 degrees from his previous position, ending
with "On to Wiraterfest!"
More and more Colby students are being allowed
less and less social freedoms. In a period where students
are finding fewer devices for the outlet of their frustrations,
these 'new' regulations are only adding to student unrest.
Count the cars in the campus parking lots on weekends-this school is becoming a suitcase college where unreleased anxieties are forcing us off-campus for relief.
It appears that the administration's sudden change
of mind in regard to cancellation of the Carnivals, came
from powers higher than that of the Director of Student
Activities. Perhaps someone, somewhere realizes that students are becoming increasingly uneasy by the onslaught
of repressive regulations. Perhaps "they" feel that more
constraints on students' lives will cause more unrest and
seriously undermine their control over lis.
But the administration believes that alcohol is
the problem at Colby. I believe it is a symptom of .
a more serious disease: Colby lacks sufficient avenues for
student relaxation and recreation. This is a complicated
issue not easily resolved, but it is being compounded by
these often inconsistent and repressive regulations.

¦L E T T E R S -

Child Labor
To the Editor:
Child labor is ordinarily connected with factory work
and with the great period of large-factory development ,
1865-1940. Yet , child labor should be viewed from a
couple of other angles . Consider it in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Then most children worked some and
spent their time a lot on farms. Perhaps four-fifths of all
children from the ages of 7 to 16 did some farming in"a
firmly farm fix.
Now child labor is most popularly carried on in
schools. Four-fifths or perhaps nine-tenths of all children
between the ages of 7 and 16 spend a huge amount of
their time in schools. As William James might have put it,
thc moral equivalent of farming is now that of extensive
schooling. Not many avoid the net. Few young people
can easdly escape the somewhat taken-for-granted institution, the graded school. That graded school is, indeed, a
formidable and funny and fratricidal part of our positioning. We get much of our information on how to get jobs,
husbands and wives, neighbors, grapevines, power mowers,
from schooling. We get many valuable and antivaluable
inroutes to position from school.

On C _P.A. 's
To the Editor:
We as representatives of the student body to the
EPC feel it is our duty to inform the students on a
very important issue that was brought up at the meeting
on Tuesday, November 8th. The Grade-Point Average
System that exists presendy is one where any pluses or
minuses are rounded out to the corresponding number
of the letter grade. In other words, a C+ or C- is a 2.0
just as a C is a 2.0. This works similarly for all the letter
gra des given at Colby College.
The suggestion at hand is that the present system
be changed so that a closer representation of letter grades
would be possible.
The new system that was suggested at the recent
EPC meeting would involve a scale that would take into

You college people have had some dozen years of
school even before you tap and tape and tabulate threefourths and tantalize the three or four years in one of our
three thousand-odd colleges and universities.
When you get to a college or university, you have
left child labor behind. You have mostly left your families, your public school system(s), your neighborhood
pranks. In the three or four college years you do a lot
that you do do with a degree of independency that is relatively unfamiliar to you. In our colleges you are treated
with a mostly unexamined combination of kid gloves, bare
knuckles, laissez-faire, policed brutality, affection , and indifferentism.
You have left most of your swaddling clothes behi_»a
about 98% of themA The few left from your childhood
are somewhat evident to such as me.
In your personal conversations with your age-peers
(and some aged peers or surrogate-parents knowable as.instructors) you can discuss those more-oi-less dozen years
of childish labor in the schools. In the cracks and crannies
between yourselves and your courses and your public opining, you may think about the departed pre-coliege time
and what it may have done to you. I expect that the
matter is worth considering , since so large a proportion of
your entire lifetime is taken up with schooling. Those
dozen years before college are ordinarily, or typically, free.
Ordinarily the college years are expensive.
The expenditure of time in schools that are ordinarily free of charge, nominally is.... The uses of time in our
colleges are little examined and little understood in our
consideration the pluses and minuses not included in the
presftnt system. By using a .3 enummeration for pluses
and minuses and identical representative of the letter
grades is possible. An A+ would be a 4.3 on the new
G.P.A; scale, an A- would be a 3.7, a B+ would be a 3.3,
while a B- would be a 2.7 and so on.
The issue was tabled to the next meeting to give
both students and faculty time to voice their opinions
on the issue. We are aware of the effect of this system
on one who gets all B-'s. Grade-Point Averages will go
up or down with this new system: either way, it will be
a good indicator for faculty members and the grading
policies now existing at Colby, as well as an indicator
to the student as a truer representative of true grades.
This is an important issue for us all. For that reason we are in need of opinions by all students . As representatives, we need to know your sentiments on the
issue so that they can be brought up at the next EPC

• Health Care

continu ed from page one
In its conclusion, the committee's report suggested fiirther.stud y into the possibilities of insurance coverage for sex
ual health care as well as further study into the providing of
elective h eal th care which is "important to the physical and
psychological health of students." It is the committee's belief that other forms of elective health care should be available at the students expense through referral to local physicians and dentists.
Committee Chairperson Professor Art Champlin was
"overjoyed" by thc results of the committee's report. The
report is an outgrowth of an all-campus meeting held last
Fall sponsored by the Women 's Group. At the meeting,
which was emotion-filled and sometimes heated, Strider proposed that a committee be formed to study the overall quality of health care offered at Colby. Members of the committee included Champlin, faculty members Diane Skowbo,
Elizabeth Todrank (later replaced by Lucille Zukowski), Infirmary staff members Paul Perez and Carl Nelson, Associate Dean of Students Jan ice Seitzinger, and students John
Gcismar , Nancy Bodw ell, Julie Borden, and Janet Macleoud.

• Greene

con tinued fr om pag e one
testified as a witness before several congressional committees, lectured at conventions and univcritics, and has
won over twentyjournalism awards sin ce 1967.
,
In June of 1976, Greene was elected a member of
the Board of Directors of the Investigative Reporters and
Editors Group, (IRE). He was elected President of the
IRE in March of 1977. He then amassed the investigative
team for "The Arizona Story." The IRE uncovered the

following:
* Arizona has become, probably, the single most
concentrated corridor of illegal narcotics entering
the United States.
* Top organized crime leaders have used Arizona as
a western base.
* . Organized crime leaders have maintained ties with
political power brokers in both parties.
* Arizona is a haven for white collar swindlers in
land fraud.
IRE reporters travelled along the 360 mile long drug
corridor where they discovered 23 major drug smuggling

books and magazines. Those on lecture platforms rarely
examine the impact or import of schooling either.
I do not at all mean that little is written about
schools and schooling . Much is written. Little is written
with much competence , originality , perspective, objectiveunderstanding. We have very, very few John Deweys,
Jane Addams, or Robert Hutchins these recent years. Most
that is written is pedantic , conventional, obvious, opaque,
sophomoric, infantile.
I do believe that you who go to our college would
be well advise d to look back over your schooly past. Look
at those schooly years when you were about the ase of
7 - 1 6 . Child labor is not to be segregated as with the factory time, 1865-1940. It must not be bracketed either
merely with the early 18th century and that farming time,
that midpassage between Jamestown and Bunker Hill. I
would like you to consider your child labor. We all went
through the years fro m age 7 to 16. Now irrespective
of our job or income or color or nominal w eight, we can
share our views of those distinct salad years. I wonder
what they did to us in our schools. I wonder what our
schools tried so incoherently to do to us in those early
years. Randolph Bourne, Loren Eiseley , Jacques Barzun ,
Alfred Whitehead, George Santayana, Edward Eggleston,
Robert Lynd , Thorstein Bevlen, and Edgar Guest have answers along side of Jane Addams and John Dewey.
I wonder what we do to school , and school to us.
Sincerely,
Prol. David Bridgman
American History

meeting. No action will be taken until your opinions
have been voiced.
There are other options open to you in this decision. The new system, if approved, could be enacted
next year (if passed by the faculty) for all students or it
could be applied only to members of the incoming freshman class. In no way is it possible to make the new
grading system retroactive to your freshman year, as
this would be totally contrary to this college 's policy.
In conclusion, we'd like to state our " belief that
system would both upgrade the educationproposed
this
of
the school and be fairer to the student
al standards
who puts in the added effort.
Mike Scott
Academic Life Chairperson
Nick Nichols
Student Member of EPC

rings. The drugs are smuggled by planes and by trucks
using dirt roads that criss-cross the border. Arizona blossomed as a drug center after the Turkish ban on poppy
plants in 1972. Mexico and Central and South America
became the new source for cocaine and heroin. Drug trafficking has grown to such an' extent that several officials
have been indicted or arrested as accomplices.
Another discovery uncovered by the IRE which received rational attention was Senator Barry Goldwater's
alleged'dealings with the underworld. Senator Goldwater
an d a close political assistant, H arry R osenw cig, had
dealings with Willie Bioff , a one-time labor racketeer, who
had contribute d to Goldwater's first campaign. Goldwater,
a pilot, h ad flown Bioff to social events in his private plane.
Senator Goldwater denied many IRE accusations. "I think, frankly, they came out here hoping to solve the
Bolles mu rder, whi ch t hey couldn 't do and then.set out to
do a job on Arizona."
Land deals were also investigated by the IRE. They
found that Ned Warren , an ex-convict, greatly pr ofited
from phony lan d deals. Warren became very p owerfu l in
local p oli t ics by invol ving bot h Dem ocra t and R epubli can
politicians in his land deals. He escaped the law by paying
off or loaning money to k ey officials responsi ble for policing
Arizona's real estat e 'laws.
These are j ust some of the discoveries made by the
IRE. The IR E probe, also inspired the creation of a special
grand jury investigating organized crime, a legislative committee on organized crime in the Arizona State Legislature, and
the continuation of thc state Narcotics Strike Force.
Two men were recen tly found guilty of murder and
conspiracy in the Don Belles assassina tion. J ames Rohison
a plumber , and Max Dun hp, a Phoe nix contractor , were
convicted af ter eight and a half weeks of f u r y selection
which
hegan last J uly l t and an other eight weeks of testimony
and argumen ts. Sentencing was set for December 6.
lawyers f or the defe n dants said they would ask for a
new
tnal.
'

EPC To Study GPA's

Two Staff
Members Promoted

Stu-A Meetin g:
Modifications On
Alcohol Policy?

In a letter to the ECHO this week, Academic Life
Chairperson Mike Scott and Educational Policy Committee member Nick Nichols announced their support , pending student body approval, for a proposed change in the
method of recording students' grade-point averages.
The change would incorporate pluses and minuses
into the computation of student 's numerical G.P.A.'s,
rather than the present system where pluses and minuses
have no numerical significance:

a.

- Text of letter - Page 4

The proposal requires both EPC and faculty
approval before institution .
The subj ect is one which has come before EPC
many times in the past.
Scott and Nichols requested student impiit on the
matter before any final decision is reached.

by J ane Eklund

At the November 11 Stu-A meeting, Committee
Task Force Chairperson Sid Mohel recommended the appointment of three students, Scott Lehigh , Dwight Darrow,
and Beth Pniewski to the Administrative Committee, and two
_. '
A
students, Nick Nichols and Bill Leete, to the Educational
Policy Committee. The Executive Board voted them in.
•_;
y~
t
It was reported that at the Rights and Rules Committee
!
over
f itr t f¦oocfs ) u)/nes " I meeting on Wednesday, November 2, the committee decided
not to organize a petition drive in favor of the 18-20
-fram a rou.n4-tih.
| of cAeesenoor (a I split drinking age. They also voted down a rule proposed
by Dean Smith that if a fire alarm is pulled and the individual responsible is not caught, the floor where the alarm
is located would be fined $100.
Executive Committee Chairperson Ron Graham
said that at a meeting with the Deans last Monday,
it was announced that a group will be formed to try to
modify Colby 's alcohol policy. Dean Smith said he
will try to work with students to change the policy
ii
«
j
i
if he thinks it will be to Colby 's advantage. He encouraged anyone with suggestions to talk to him. Stu-A
members noted that the new policy has not been strictly
enforced, and probably will not be in the future unless
the situation gets out of hand. According to Graham,
the outcome of the meeting was that Dean Smith would
f 5 6 >0
| like groups and organizations to rely on common sense
|
s
•
•
i when they hold parties.
y^ri^mmf mj m ^r
Graham also said that several people have expressed
*^rm^^t*f >t ^tmm*m) tnmmm ^fn
interest in working on the Winter Carnival, to be held on
February 17, 18, and 19. He added the date of the
Spring Carnival has been changed from April 21, 22,
and 23 to May 5, 6, and 7, to insure warm weather.
Stu-A members voted to allocate $1750 to the
Colby Music Series.
Social Life Chairperson Pierce Archer reported
on Saturday night 's Pat Methany concert , which sold out
Given Au ditorium. He said the concert went well,
> H_r8«\10-9
^" ^f ' - ' - W"
'
except for a few minor problems with the sound system. ,
__,
Sun. 11-11
^
Mohel announced that he and Public Information
'
; Tarantul as - $10.99; Reptiles, Fish Specials
'|
Chairperson Jerry Crouter will write a letter to all
students and to the ECHO to urge them to vote for
t»
the proposed Representative Committee. The referendum will be held on November 30.
!
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Promotion of two members of the administrative
staff at Colby College has been announced by President
Robert E.__ . Strider in the reorganization of the alumni
and annual giving offices.
Frank Stephenson, associate director of development since 1975, has been appointed director of alumni
relations and annu al giving.
Laurie Fitts, an assistant in the development office,
will be associate director of annual giving.
An associate director of alumni relations will be
named.
The changes were brought about in part by the
resignation of Edward J. Burke, Jr. who has been alumni
secretary over the past six years. The 1960 Colby graduate is joining the management staff of the Industrial Bank
of Providence.
Step henson and Fitts are likewise Colby graduates.
Stephenson joined the administration in 1966 as an assistant to the dean of admissions. As an undergraduate he
achieved fame as an ail-American goalie on the college's
1961-62 hockey team. Following graduation in 1962,
he spent three years in the army arid later was p layercoach of the Lysin hockey team in Switzerland.
A native of Pittsfield , Miss Fitts was a personnel
administrator at the Norrwock Sh oe Co. in Skowhegan
before j oining the college 's development staff in 1976.
With her graduation from Colby in 1975, she concluded a student career which included nu merous academic, extra curricular and athletic achievements.
Stephenson, who lives in Fairfield, was elected
last spring to a three year term on the board of directors
of School Administrative District 49. He is chairman of
the board's negotiating committee.
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FM 91.5

viously selected. These groups of songs were then put into
a rotation system, so that the same type of music would be
played throug h all shows. Music of die 1950's was first
featured , althoug h was soon rep laced by more contemporary .
music, when it was found that the music played "did not
go over too well." WMHB does not play what Colwell
describes as "bubble- gum " popular music.
The whole concept behind the idea of a format is to
parallel the same type of situation as would be found in a
commercial radio station. WMHB is prohibited by federal
law from earning outside income throug h commercial advertisements. It reputedl y receives the largest cash allocation

WMHB Histo ry
by Larry Branyan

In an interv iew with J ohn Colwell, the princ iple
director of the Colby radio station , the ECHO delved into
some of the intricacies behind ' the history and functioning
of WMHB - FM 91.5.
The Colby radio station made its first broadcast
in the fall of 1956 from a Quonset hut situated near 33 & G.
Its first president was Bond Wheelwrig ht , the person respo nsible for setting up the station to emit a carrier current
(Earn) signal. This type of signal was used to broadcast trans missions up unti l 1972, when a decision was made to get
"Radio Colby" (as it was then known) an FM license. The
station was to move from its ori ginal site to a temporary
hut near the Woodsmen 's field, and later to the basement
of Robert 's Union, when the hut was condemned during the
1960's. The recent renovation of Roberts Union has ine$&3£d the allocation of a new site for WMHB , and so
now the radio station is per manentl y situated on the third
floor of Roberts Union .
The officer s of "Radio Colby " app lied to the state
of Maine for a non-p rofit charte r to operate an educational
radio or television station. In October of 1972, a corporate
charter was granted to the "Ma y flower Broadcasting Corpora
tion. " On receiving the charte r, the "Ma yflower Broadcasting Corporati on" app lied for a licens e to operate a 10 watt
class FM transmitter , which was to have a range of approximatel y thirteen miles. A selection of call-letters was submitted to the state of Maine , those proposed ' being WMHB ,
WBMH , WCRW , WCFM and WEE J . The first choice of
WMHB was granted and a frequency of 91.5 MHx agree d
upon .

WMHB on the air

of any Stu-A organization because of the Federal Commu- nications Commission 's (FCC) restrictio ns. In place of commercials , public service announcements (PSA's) are broad cast for different benevolent , non-profit organizations such
as "CARE ," "Unite d Nations ," and the "American Cancer
Society. "
A large portion of WM HB's bud get is spent on Associated Press radio news broadcasts , which are transmitted on
the hour between 7 AM and 5 PM. There is an hour newscast at 6 PM and five-minute newscasts at 11 PM and 2 AM.
Colwell believes that the acquisition of Associated Press newscasts "has given the station a degree of professionalism and
cred ibility that WMHB has not had in the past. " He is
firml y convinced that in learning to work with the Associated Press network , all the news staff (J ohn Colwell, Frank
Harding, Walter Ollen , Brad Smith , Peter Golden , Brian
Skene , Don Hyde, Deanne Lewis, Christa Gandenberger ,
and Toni Ciota) have become better acquainte d with the
techni que of broadcast journalism.
WMHB is on the air from 7 AM to 2 AM every day,
althoug h staff are still wante d to. help out the daytime format , news, sports and broadcast journalism departments.
Anyone interested in radio should contact J ohn Colwell at
ext. 378.

--

G cR

J ohn Colwell informed the E CHO that WMHB is not
the typ ical college radio station. Most college radio stations aim to produce each individual show differentl y. Colwell believes that "for anyone try ing to learn radio , thi s
procedur e is absolutely worthless. " Two years ago, Andy
Deininger and Phil Redo got together and worked on producing a formats based on groups of songs that were pre-
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THE NEW Y O R K TIMES Company would
like to take this opportunity to explain to its Colby
College subscribers the channels by whic h THE
<
TIMES is delivered to campus..

The New York Times hits the streets in the city
at
about
11PM every night.
J
Immediat ely, a Times Co. tru ck loads up with Maine 's
I
it moist
* papers and heads for La Guardia Airport where
I catch a midnig ht shuttle.
Once in Boston the papers must meet a Portland
5
I News truck which delivers to Maine many type s of
I p rin ted matter. If The Times misses any previous

deadlin es, then it will miss the truck and the papers are
transported by the next Grey hourtd Bus headin g for
Maine.
By truck , The Times arrive s at the Concourse at
9 AM. By bus it arrives at the Silver Street Bus station at
,
2:30 PM.
The papers are broug ht to the campus at 9:30 AM
if the truck arrives by 9 A M . Otherwise , dorm deliverers
(wh ose schedules are free in the mornings only) can 't
distribute thei r papers " until late in the afternoon .
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If you strongly feel that you are being shortchanged, please call the New York Times School
and Campus Representative Skip Wllheim , collect
at 617-872-9025 and he'll be happy to talk about
the service.
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In ligh t of this confusing transportation rou te, it is
understandable that occasionally the papers are delayed,
The NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY guarantees delivery
of all papers , Subscribers can claim refunds front the campus
representative J im '2e ndma n (ext. 54 7) when pap ers are n ot
received.
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Lester Promoted

^

Lewis F. Lester, assistant professor and clinical
psychologist at Colby is the new president of the Maine
Psychological Association.
The native New Yorker , who was president-ekct
for the past two years, will serve until the spring of 1979.
Founded in 1954, MPA is a professional organization
representing more than 160 psychologists in the state.
It promotes professional ethics, develops policies on issues
' related to mental health, helps draft legislation pert aining
to the profession , and works closely wi th state and
local agencies in the mental health area. MPA doubles as
the state affiliate of the Ameri ca n Psychological Association . Prior to his election, Lester was chairman of
MPA 's committee on ethics and professional affairs.
He joined the -Colby faculty in 1970 after teaching
as graduate assistant in psychology at the University of
Connecticut-Storrs, where he received his MA and PhD.
degrees. He was formerly chief of psychology at the
Mansfield (Conn.) Training School.
Lester was most recentl y principal investi gator
for a stu dy of mental health service delivery systems at
small colleges, funded by grants from the Ittleson Foundation and Colby. Co-principal investigator for a continuing
study of the psychological dimensions of college student
behavior, he has published extensively on that and
related subjects.
Lester is consultant to the division of child health ,
Maine Department of Human Services, and maintains a
private practice in Belgrade.
_.

Faculty Publishes
Diverse Range

Associate Professor Patrick Brancaccio wrote "American Studies in the Malagasy R epublic" for American
Studies International , while Associate Professor Robert
P. McArthur's "A Free, Three-Valued Tense Logic"
appeared in the Notre Dame J ournal of Forma l Logic.
"Lazarillo de Tromes," by Professor Francisco
A. Cauz , was published in the Encyclopedia International.
The English department is responsible for a
wide variety of book reviews, articles on literary criticism,
poems and short stories.
Associate Professor Edwin J. Kenney, Jr. wrote
the preface to the Garland edition of Lewis Carroll's
Sylvie and Bruno, and lecturer David C. Walker had his
prize-winning book of poems Moving Out , published by
the University Press of Virginia.
Economics Professors Henry A. Gemery and Jan
S. Hogendorn collaborated on several articles dealing
with African economic history. These include "Slave
Labor Supply Elasticity and the Development of Slave
Economics in the British Caribbean : The 17th-century
Experience," and "Defining Comparative Advantage:
The Case of Sugar Cane Cultivation in West Afri ca."
Louis Maisel, assistant professor , wrote Public
Financin g in the Two-PartySystem for the Sage Future
of Political Parties series.
Sociology Professor Frederick A. Geib's "Life at
the Morgue" appeared in the October 3 issue of New
York magazine.
Assistant Professor Paul A. Machlin wrote three
biographical sketches for the sixth edition of Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians ,' and Assistant Professor Thomas Higgins had an exhibits in Maine and
throughout New England. Associate Professor Adel
Heinrich premiered a song cycle, "New Hampshire
Poems of Robert Frost," in Lorimer Chapel.

Diversity in scholarship is reflected in the numbers
and range of published w orks and projects produced
over the past two years by the Colby faculty.
A list numbers over 100 articles in schol arly
and scienti fic jou rnals, four books , 20 poems, book
reviews, handbooks and pamphlets , short stories, plus
musical compositions and art exhibits.
Am ong contribu tions to science are Professor
Miriam F. Bennett 's "Extraocul ar Light Receptors
and Circadian Rhythms ," which appeared in The Hand book of Physiology, and Assistant Professor Arthur K.
Champlin 's "Pheromones, Estrus, Ovulation and Mating "
in Methods of Mammalian Embryology. The field of
mathematics saw "A Matrix Sequ ence Associated with
a Continued Fraction Expansion of a Number " by
Donald B. Small , associate professor of m athematics.
The article appeared in The Fibonacci Quarterly.
Ornitholog ists will have use for Assistant Professor
Robert E. Muller 's "Effects of Weather on the Nocturnal
Activity of White-Throated Sparrows" in Condor.
Assistant Professor David H. Firm age discussed
the battle against the spruce bu dworrn in "The Spruce
Budworm : Where are We Going ?" an article in Maine
Biologist.
The humanities were represented by a widePhysical Review, a leading physics journal ,
ing
selection. Thornas R.W. Longstaff , assistant prorang
published an articl e by Assistant Professor Jonathan
fessor of philosophy and religion , had his book, EviBriggs, entided "Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
dence of Conflation in Mark : A Study in the Synopyic
in an Inhomogeneous Medium: A Perturbation Approach. " 'Problem, published this year by the Scholars Press.
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Celebrations

by Brigitte Raquet

By Marv Easier
This November 18 and 19 marks the birth of a ij ew
concept in dance concerts at Colby. Because the Colby
Dance Company has grown in number, talent and enthusiasm, the group has undertaken the production of a Fall
Cjncert in addition to the traditional Spring Concert.
The new Fall performance concept is fittingly introduced
this year as Colby Dance Concerts celebrate their fifth
anniversary. In reflection of the experience gained by the
performances throughout the years, the Colby Dancers are
stepping outside the performing boundaries and will take
a major role in the technical production of the performance. Within the performing boundaries, the choreographers an<r dancers continue to demonstrate a high quality blend of conventional and innovative dance forms.
The Dance Company is pleased to include in its program
a work of highly acclaimed dancer and choreographer,
Daniel Nagrin, which was funded by a grant from the Mellon Foundation and the Humanities Grant Committee.
The November 18 and 19 Fall Concert will present the
following dances :
Swan Song-choreographed by Christine Mitchell-Wentzelaccompani'm ent by Sally Sweitzer-danced by Ellie
Klopp
From Top to Bottom-choreographed by Jennifer Barbermusic by Jean-Luc Ponty-danced by Jennifer Barber,
Pam Ellis, Karen Sulkala and Frank Worhmsky
Trout-choreographed by Christine Mitchell-Wentzel-music by Keith Jarrett - danced by Spinner O'Flaherty,
Jonathan Smith and Christine Mitchell-Wentzel
Siarnang-choreographed by Ellie Klopp-music by Brian
Jackson-danced by Ellie Klopp and Jonathan Smith
Spanish Dance-choreographed by Daniel Nagrin-music by

jp= fea ture =
Poet To Read ^
James Tate, former winner of the Yale Series of
Vounger Poets Competition, will read his poems at Colby
College Monday evening at 8 P.M. in the Robinson Mem-

Colby Dancers., J ennifer Barber , Pant Ellis, Karen Sulkala
photo by Ellen Gaver
and Frank Wormsky.
Genevieve Pitot-danced by Chnstine Mitchell-Wentzel
In Trutina — choreographed by Beth Forsythe - music by
Loggins and Messina-danced by Beth Forsythe, Nan
cy Khimpp and Jennifer Barber.

AETSE

onal Room of the Library. Mr. Tate is the author of
fou r major books of poems: The Lost Pilot, The Oblicion
Ha-Ha , Absences, and most recendy, Viper J azz. He has
published several small press books, including a collaborative novel with Bill Knott. He has been awarded a
Guggenheim Fellowship and a National Institute of the
Arts Award. Currently he teaches at the University of
Mass. in the M.F.A. Program. Admission free.

Poet J ames Tate

Many students at Colby are perhaps unaware of the
opportunities available to them in the area of extracu rricular art activities. Many groups cater to students without
prior knowledge of the art form. Lack of experience should
not restrict tlie .rest of the Colby population from enjoying
the benefits of artistic endeavors on a more informal level
than formal art courses would provide.
The pottery workshop in Roberts is now open on .
Tuesday and Thurday nights from 6:30-8:30. Beginners
are welcome on Thursday nights and there is a $6.00 charge
for _yse of the studio all semester. Those interested should
contact Susan Horwitz or John Edmark.
There is a bookbinding workshop under the direction
of Prof! Ferguson, who can be contacted for more information. The workshop meets from 4-5 .-30 on Mondays, and
from 3-5:30 Tuesday through Thu rsday.
Also, Colby owns an antique moveable type printing
press, a facility rarely used by students. However, some
posters around the school (such as "Desire Under the
Elms") have been printed on it. People interested in the
printing press should see Lee Roberts for more information.
Because the looms are being moved from Roberts to
Bixler for Jan Plan purposes, the weaving club will probably
not be really organized until second semester. Then, the
looms will be moved back to a room in Roberts Union.
There are also opportunities for those intereste d in the
Silkscreen Club. Jill Waterman should be contacted for
mo re information.
Lastly, students are always welcome to join the Student Arts Festival Committee which sponsors the spring
crafts fair, student art exhibits, and other events in the arts.
Lee Roberts can be contacted for more information.
.Hopefully, more students will feel free to take advantage of these activities.

And More
- Craf ts . . —

This year four new craft Jan Plans have been approved and are still open for registration. All four courses will
take place at Hinckley Academy. Transportation will be
available from Colby at a reasonable cost. Those students
who were unable to get into the first weaving or silk screen
classes will be given priority, the last two classes are open
to all.
1) Weaving
Joy Warren , a member of the Maine Cuild of Spinners and Weavers, will teach this introduction to weaving.
The course content will include a sampler using five pattern th readings, an introduction to dou ble weaving, natural fibres, natural dyeing and spinning and individual pieces
of the students' choice. Thc cost will be $50. plus a materials fee of approximately $10. Class limit is 16.
2) Textile Design
Gayle Fraas will teach this course, focusing on fabric
printing techniques and encompassing block printing and
silk screen (photo process). Also, fabric assemblage and
added embellishment will be included , resulting in pillows,
quilts, clothing and soft sculpture. The cost will be $50.
plu s materials fee of approximately $10. Class limit is IS.
3) Photography
Instructor Gayle Jcnn will offer this introductory
course in p ! orography. The course will provide a basic
understanding of the camera and film and processing of
black and white film and prints. Additional instruction is
available for the more advanced. Students must provide
their own cameras. Thc cost is $50. ' plus materials fee of
approximately $15. and the class is limited to 8 students .
4) Jewelry
Sandra Wiley will provide an introductory cou rse in
thc art of jewelry construction. Each student will create
a friendship style sterling silver ring using saws, fil es, etc.
and achieving piercing effects with sheet metal. One forged
piece will be produced, to foster an awareness of basic
hammers, and soldering of findings, wi t h p ossibl e stone
setting. Also, one soldered piece with connection fitting
parts and rivets and multi-metal pieces with possible lamintation. The course will also include an introduction to la- '
picTcry and casting, The cost is $50. plus materials (approximately $15.) and metal. The class is limited to 12,
All classes will meet Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 2:00 to 4: JO p.m. with additional studio time availablc on Saturdays. These cou rses are still open f\or enrollment, any questions should be directed to Betts Kiralis.

^= oiisk: __=
Methe ny Shin es
by Chris Congdon
Modem Jazz has always held many contradictions
(or perhaps conflicts says it better) for me, particularly as
a form of self-expression. Although the idea seems, innate,
it probably stems from having been under-exposed or even
scared away at an early time. The very idea that this type
Cc music was being made with the electronics and tools in
which the eternal youth of rock took refuge makes one
suspicious. Why do these musicians look like Roger rVlcQuin, and play like his father? Pat Metheny may not have
resolved these conflicts, but he has made them seem a lot
less relevant in light of his inspired performance Saturday
night.
He took the stage unassumingly, as an old college
friend with a great, charming gift. One guitar strapped to
his back , and an other held before him by a stand , he began
with a segment entitled Phase Dancing. Notes fell like .
raindrops from either guitar, against a backdrop of soft
lighting, introducing us to Mr. Metheny's style. It was
typical , in many ways, of most of the evening's songs, save
the improvisation. The overall sound was very full , with
Metheny's guitar working and reworking one or two progressions, moving the piece in divergent directions, until
all was explored and a composite ending b rought it full
r-i'rcle. Unity Village was elusive and menacing with quick
harmonic scale progressions punctuated by stinging licks
at each interval, with an almost Santana-like Latin influence. San Lorenzo,& joint rMetheny-Lyle Mays composition, featured Metheny on 12 string guitar dealing short,
piercing chops , inte rtwined with Egan 's bass leads. Metheny's manipulation of one nine chord exercise brought the
piece to a climatic, rather loud finish.
Metheny s improvisauon opened the second set in a
very low-key professional manner. The format gave him a
freer hand , obviously, but although it is always fascinating
to see a musician of his talent perform this way, he seemed
more at ease in the group situation where talent and artistic exchange flowed like electricity among the members.
If nothing else, thc improvisation showcased Metheny's
awesome, raw playing ability.
The Pat Metheny group is, as mentioned, Mark Egan
on bass, Dan Gottlieb on drums, and Lyle Mays on keyboards. All were highly competen t, and have played with
• everyone who's anyone in the Jazz world, as Metheny was
quick to point out, with no great modesty. Egan's bass
was inventively adventurous, and generally successful , but
Gottlieb's drums seemed somehow out of place. Although

theatre

"Elms " Dro op
by Brlgltte Ra quet

Performing to cap acity audiences on th ree consecutive nights, "Desire Under the Elms" made its long
awaited and much publicized appearance at Strider
Theatre last weekend. Perhaps it was due to this
excessively heightened anticipation that the results
/j eemed something less than satisfying. However, certain
obvious flaws in the production tend to discredit this
idea.
The plot itself is not especially complex , but it
encompasses several depths of emotion . The play is
a serious expression of human nature as viewed by
O'Neill. Ephraim Cabot is consumed with love for his v "
land and with tlie many years of work he has put into
making that land fruitful. Mean while, t here is t hc
passionate relat ionship bet ween his s on, Eben , and Abbie,
Ephraim's young wife. Thc combination of these circumst ances and t he subsequent development s sh ould produce
a memorably moving, theatrical experience, Unfortunately,
this was not the case in last weekend's presentation.
The main problem concerns the levels of dram atic
intensity and the actors' presentation of , it. With a
plot such as t his play encompasses , it seems only logical
that the action should begin on a low level of in tensity
and slowly build int o t he hysteria t hat climaxes when
OA bbie murders her child. However, the two male

extremely talented, he was punchy and almost harsh, seperating itself from Metheny 's concept of "friendl y," mid' die class Jazz. The unquestionable highlight of the group
was its pianist. ' Besides Mays* technically perfect execution, he added always needed, melodies providing the pieces
with a continuity, helpful in reaching a pasteurized college
crowd. His multi-styled playing and communication with
the audience came close to stealing the show
In the end, however, there was only room for one
genius at a time on Given's small stage, and Meth<ny fit
the bill in just about every manner. Occasional bursts of
motion interrupted his stationary style, pointing up his
introverted and engrossed preoccupation with his playing.
At the mere age of 23, it may be too early to speak of a
"Metheny style," though his accomplishments to date,
both compositionally and artistically, are more than just
impressive. .Much growth lies ahead of this highly talented
young man, musically and p ersonally, but even 'at this ear
;ly stage, his burgeoning talent and engaging style provide
for a most impressive, and recpn£iling,evening of Jazz.
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Deadline
The Pe quod is the Colby literary magazine. It will accept black and white p hotos
and drawings , as w ell as stories and poems.
The first semester issu e will be released in earl y December. The deadline for
submissions is Monda y , November 14;
these sh ould either be p laced in the folder
in the back , ri ght corner of the Eng lish
office , or sent via campus m ail to The
Pequod box in Roberts Union. Do n ot
hesitate to submit.
If you have any questions , call Sam
Cremin at 465-7804.
^

Metheny shows his style
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leads didn 't seem to find it necessary to build the
intensity, but rather performed consistently at a lowkey level. This was a good decision on the part of Mark
Weatherly, who portrayed Eben. In fact, the effectiveness by which he maintained a low-key appearance , with
occasional glimpses of st ronger emotion, clearly earned
him the most outstanding performance of the play.
The results were different in die case of Will Hussung's
Ephraim.
I had a problem at first in dealing with Mr. Hussung,
whose professional status was rather intimidating.
However, this feeling became much easier to deal with
in ligh t of his mediocre performance. Mr. Hussung
barely touched the surface of Ep hraim's hard inner core;
of strength. Rather , there was almost a feeling that
Hussung was laughing at Ephraim , especially in his lines
dealing with the house's coldness and thc resulting warmth
of the barn , with the animals of thc earth around him.
Several people ope nly guffawed at t hese lines and w ord
passed t hrough the audience to the effect of "This guy's
a real nut". Perhaps the problem instead lies with the
audience 's incomprehension of the play . But I sensed a
lightness in Mr. Hussung's delivery that resulte d in a
definite loss of character depth .
The female lead ran into some difficulties as well.
Esm c McTighe began with such high-keyed intensity
that by the climax of the play she had nowhere else
to go. Abbie is indeed a passionate woman, but I
see her as a s t ronger figure than presented. Miss McTighe's
hysterical outbursts and frantic movements suggested
a shallow inst ability in t he charact er, a rather questionable interpretation. Perhaps her efforts would have been

more effective had the rest of the cast played on this
same intensity level. Then again , an entire production
staged at so unnatural a dramatic level would most
likel y result in two different and undesired , audience
reactions. One would be laughter, (there were a few
outbu rsts last weekend that occurred at extraordinarily
unfunny times), the other, bji far wo rse, embarrassment
toward the actors who are expecting to be taken
seriously and are failing miserably.
The other actors all gave credible performances;
Andrew Dcininger and Philip Glouchevitch, who played
Eben 's older brothers, complimented each other's
acting styles well , and the party scene was one of the
most effective of the play. Greg Boardman deserves
credit for his fiddling efforts, which were accented
by Mr. Hussung's nimble footwork.
Despite an overall uneven production , the play
was genuinely entertaining, especially to an O'Neill fan.
I think it 's important to keep in mind that hig hschool
and college performances of tragedies are notorious for
not working as well as they should. Tragedy, especially
when dealing with questionable events, is hard to relate
to when acting ; comedy assures a more reliable response.
It annoyed me to hear, on my way out of the theatre
last Saturday, two middle aged men telling each other
how awful it was. While it's cer t ainly t rue t hat the play
was not a tot al success, one should recognize the problem
involved in instilling the tragic element in a performance.
The solu tion would seem to be to find a "happy medium"
bet ween passivit y and hysteria, something that is, judging
by t he Colby product ion, more difficult t o do than
it sounds.
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by C. Jardin
The second concert of the Colby Music Series
brought to Given Auditorium one of the most gifted artists to perform at the college in recent years. Ruth Laredo gave a superbly programmed recital of piano music,
featuring pieces by Chopin, Rachmaninov, and Sciabin.
Also included were Ravel's tantalizing "La Valse," and
Schumann's "Warum," from Opus No. 17, as an encore.
Miss Laredo combines highly refined musicianship
with her pianistic virtuosity. She displayed delicate, lyrical phrasing in the third Chopin Mazurka, Op. 17, No.4.
Her interpretation of the Sonata No. 2 in B Flat Minor
was distinctively rich in sonority. She excelled particularly in the Scherzo and Marche Funebre movements, where
her dynamic accuracy and rhythmic articulations of chordal passages gave shape to many exultauit moments. Miss
Laredo's rendering of the pieces by Rachmaninov and Sciabin demonstrated her technical skill and masterful conception of the Russian music. She plays this rather profound post-Romantic literature intuitively, bringing out
the ravishing singing lines and inner chromatic voices to
great effect. It, was in the Rachmaninov that she found
%<t?most 'brilliant expression and precision. (She is current
ly recording Rachmaninov's complete piano works for Colombia Records.) Rachmaninov, Chopin, and Sciabin are
among those composers who wrote idiomatically for the
.piano, and Ruth Laredo used her well-nigh perfect knowledge of thejnstrument in her recital of their works.
When asked whether she possesses a special sensitivity to post-Romantic Russian music, she denies any such
affinity. She claims that she approaches the Russian
works in the same manner that she approaches music of
'any period. She always seeks to penetrate and reveal the
characteristic musical qualities. Ruth Laredo feels it is
easy for students in educational institutions to concentrate
on an academic reading of music, and lose a sense for the
•vital, inherent musical components. To be a successful
performer, Ruth Laredo believes that one needs to be immersedin the music of all periods. She is not concerned
with a detailed knowledge of music in historical perspective. To be an interpreter of the artistic langu age of a bygone period, vigorous participation .and comprehension of
contemporary life is essential.
The Colby Music Series should be congratulated for having invited R-uth Laredo to Maine, allowing her to provide us with a treasured evening of piano
music.

J.

T. - Taylor 's Best?
by Karen Pfeiffer

James Taylor 's career has been a series of ups and
downs, of sudden thrusts into the spotlight and just as
sudden plunges into darkness. With his first album,'
Sweet Baby J ames, Taylor emerged as a folk-rock singer
of considerable importance. Since then, Taylor's style
and material have undergone drastic changes u ntil they
have fused in to the much impr oved, much more personalized form repres ented by his la test album , J T.
Throug hou t his career as a. pcrfomner , Taylor h as
exhibited problems concerning his material. The further
he ventured from his personal emotions and feelings,
the less believable his work became. This was largely the
problem wi th his albums af ter Sweet Baby J ames su ch as
One Man Dog and Walking Man. Changes in producer
did not help, as the al bums were uneven an d l oosely
organized. With the return to his original producer, Peter
Asher , on J T, coupled wi t h his ren ewed concen t ra ti on
on his own feelings, a drastic improvement con be seen.
Tay lor li terall y sings "with his heart on his sleeve."
it is this concentration on his inner self that so distinguishes J T, for as Tay lor sings about his personal feelings,
he echoes many or our own. He urges for example,
Walk with me and I'll tell you my J
Dreams of dor y (There We Are)
and, as we listen , we realiz e tha t h e i s singing abou t our
dreams as well. In beautifully moving Another Grey Morn
ing, for example, Taylor captures perfectly the desolate
feeling of a life going nowhere too fast with no sign of
iesi
stopping. Taylor 's lir
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Cultural Life will present a concert , given by the
Clarion Brass Quintet. The concert will be presented on
Nov. 16 at 8:00 in Given Auditorium. Admission will be
free.
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Come dance, listen and learn at a country dance
presented by the Colby Outing Club and featuring the
Northern Valley Boys. The dance will be held on
Friday, Nov. 11 at 7:30 in Roberts Loft. Admission
is 75rf (50d for members) and refreshments will be
serve^. .
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Film Direction will present *The Naked Ni ght"
by Ingmar Bergman. The film will be shown Sunday,
Nov. 13, at 8:00 pm. Admission will be $1.00.
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Adei Heinrich will give an organ recital on Nov.
13 at 3:0O pm. in Lorimer Chapel. She will present
J.S. Bach's "The Art of the Fugue" in its entirety.

On Monday, November 14, a Chinese produced
documentary concerning the Sino-Soviet border dispute
will be shown in Lovejoy auditorium. The film records
the struggle of unarmed Chinese fishermen against So' viet Troops and armored vehicles. The Chinese perceive
the conflict as rooted in Tsarist Trangressions of the
Nineteenth Century. The Soviet regime is denounced as
social imperialist heirs to Old Russia. The film is titled,
The New Tsars, Anti-China Atrocities and will be shown
at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Sponsored by the New World
Coalition. There will be a donation of fifty-cents
requested.

And no one seems to care if another day/
goes creeping by/
Empty and ashamed/
Like an old unwanted memory/
That no one will claim/
(Another Grey Morning),
strike directly at an emotion that many of us have felt
at one time or another.
The good side of life does not go by unremarked
upon, however. In Your Smiling F ace "ancl Secret 0' Life
Taylor takes an optimistic and philosophical view of life
th at serves to balance the rather downbeat ton e of the
majority of the album 's tracks. With his line in Secret 0.'
Life, "The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time,"
Taylor sums up a philosoph y that we all may do "'ell
to keep in mind.
Musically, Taylor has sometimes been accused of too
much similarity between the various selections on an album
Admittedly, J T contains no startling musical revelations
technically. The songs are, overall, th e mellow sound that
has become associated with Taylor. This sound is, however, perfectly matched to the rather thoughtful tone of
thc lyrics. One docs not listen to Taylor in order to
marvel at extended dram or guitar solos, or to bring
down the roof with extended amplification , as with Lofgen
or the Grateful Dead. Rather, JameSj Taylor is an ar t ist
one listens to in order to achieve a more thorough understanding of the emotions affecting us all. He is ably
assisted in this endeavor by such established artists as
Linda Ronstadt and his wife, Carly Simon. The songs
on J T are well mixed , well balanced , and tigh tly constructed. J T is definitely Taylor's bes t overall work thus
far , and a sign th at his long process of defining his style
is finall y paying off.
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PARAMOUNT FTCTURES PRESENTS

7:15 - 9-35

ATURMAN-FOSTER COMPANY
PRODUCTION "FIRST LOVE"
Starring WILLfAM KATT SUSAN DEY
Screenplay by JANE STANTON
HITCHCOCK and DAVID FREEMA N
Produced by LAWRENCE TURMAN
and DAVID FOSTER Directed by

JOAN DARLING
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A beautifully acted film.. .Iheperlor^t
m
mances are all su perb'. Kathl een
Qulnlan ' s performa nce as Deborah truly
'^
illuminates the who le film. She Is so
terribly convi ncing in this imposslbl -y
demanding role that the re is little doubt
lhal we Will bo seei ng a fl reat deal o. her
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• Sex-Bias

Interf aith Council Tricks and Tre a ts

continued from pag e one
improvement of services for children and youth. UNICEF,
If you thought yon saw Zorro , the Bishop, a
For its part, Colby chipped equal amounts into the
a
United Nations program , gives aid to long-range projects
on
campus
last
Monday
Frankenstein
and
butterfly
funds for each of its participants.
deceiving
you!!
aimed
at better health, nutrition and child welfare
weren't
(Halloween)
your
eyes
Thus, the EEOC went to court charging the plans
night
members
a
few
of
the
student
by
supplying
equipment ' and training assistance, rather
These ch aracters were j ust
discriminated against both sexes, violating Title VII of the
for
UNICEF.
than unrestricted dollars.
of the Interfaith Council trick-or-treating
1964- Civil Rights Act by the unequal payout rates of its
By canvassing the dorms, fraternities, library,
The Interfaith Council is a newly formed organretirement and insurance benefits.
infirmary, and the President's residence, the volunteers
ization at Colby, comprised of delegates form Canterbury
Much of Gignoux's decision involved a complex analywere able to collect $213.06. This ammount was
Colby Christian Fellowship and Newman. The Council
sis of the relative bearing oh. the case of Title VII, the
presented
on Thursday evening to Arthur Durbin,
groups,
serves
as
a
liason
between
these
three
religious
Equal Pay Act, passed in the: same year, and the so-called
Waterville
UNICEF representative.
ecumenical
service
for
late
November.
and is planning an
Bennett Amendment to Title VII. That Amendment was
For
more
information about the Council, contact
(UNICEF)
parThe United Nations Childrens Fund
iarended, according to Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-MinneAngela
Michalide.
. ticipates with developing countries in the creation and
sota, whom Gignoux quoted, "to make it unmistakably
clear—that differences of treatment in industrial benefit
p lans, including earlier retirement options for women, may
continue in operation under (Title VII) if it becomes law."
¦ Gignoux also cited two opinions written by the "federal
wage and hour administrator, which appeared to support
the legality of using separate actuarial tables and disbursing
different benefits to men and women.
Gignoux also cited a recent controversial U.S. Supreme
Court decision where the justices found that an employee,
insurance plan maintained by the General Electric Co. did
not violate Title VII because it excluded disabilities arising
from pregnancy.
In a memorandum to^ the court, the EEOC did not
directly challenge the accuracy of the actuarial data.
However, it argued that "all sterotypic treatment of
persons based on race, religion or sex, whether rational or
/—ational , is proscribed/by Tide VII."
*"' It added that -whether or not the actuarial data is
"accurately true of the entire class of female employees
covered under the atnnuity plan, it cannot necessarily be
true of any individual female employee.
"The result is that any individual female annuitant
who dies at an age earlier than that proje cted on the basis
of the sex-based actuarial tables receives lower benefits
than a similarly situated male solely because she is a female.However, the insurance companies countered that
"individual testing for insurance-forecasting years in advance
m m m
m m m
A
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wed. thu. fri.
The
Peace
Corps is
alive and
well and
waiting
for you.

AU your Me"you've
wanted to do something important for the world. Now a
,lot of the .world needs you to
do it, Wa need volunteers with
skills and all kinds of practical
knowledge. Call toll free:
80Q..24-85B0.
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Every cocktail you
buy not only makes
you feel better, but '
it gives you another
chance to win our
Boston Disco
Weekend for two.
Bottoms up.

Disco Demonstration Night. Learn to
Hustle, Bump and
Rope from our
disco specialists.
Everything you •
need to know,from
the dance floor up.
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Wrap up another
weekend with
Something for
Nothing Night,
One dollar admission gives you a
chance to win gifts
up to $50.00. And
another shot to win
the Boston Disco
Weekend for two,

Olln Mark IV,J r.
Only $140.00
Olln Mark IV

Only $190.00
Olln Mark IV Comp.
Only $210.00
Rosslgnol Freestyle
Only $198.00
Scott Boots, 1976
* On ly $139.00
Nor d ica Boot s
From $55.00
J OSEPH S
6F FAIRFIELD

Monday and Tuesday -We're closed. Have a nice
work week. Rest up for the weekend.
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D.J 's, spinning the latest disco discs.
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Come bump into someone exciting this weekend. ^H^^HMHMHIHH ^^H
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. Dpw n at Cecil B's.
•Mho Howard Johnun 'iMotor Lodge Main St., Watorvillo

Ru g by Class
In Session

A man can only be tackled if he is holding the ball.
No player may:
1) Charge, block, or obstruct any other player in any way,
whichever side has the ball.
2) Try to run with the ball through players of his own team
that are in front of him.
3) Lay hands on, charge, obstruct, or in any way inter
by Larry Branyan
fere with an opponent who does not have the ball, except
in a scrum, ruck, or maul.
4) Hack, kick, or trip an opponent, even if he has the ball.
5) Strike an opponent.
6) Tackl e early, late, or dangerously.
All of the above infractions will result in a penalty,
being awarded to the non-offending team. If a penalty is
awarded, then the offending team must retire ten yards
away from the opposing team, in the direction of their
dead ball line. The opposing team.then had the option
of kicking or running with the ball from , the place of the infringement. If the team is successful, three points are
scored for a penalty conversion.
To most people the scrum is "a groaning, steaming,
shuddering mass of humanity, in wh ich eight interlocked
blue men strive to shove eight interlocked white men off
the ball and-vice-ven&". A player (the scrum half) from
the fton-offending team puts the ball into the scrum, (see
accompanying photograph.)
P.
G.C.
"
A player is termed to be in an off-sides position if he
"The scrum
is in front of the ball when it has been lost by another playIn last weeks edition of the Echo, the basics of Rugby
er of his team. He cannot take part in the game until he
were outlined. Those people who read "Rugby: From Enis once again on-side, and if he does, a penalty will be award
gland to Runnals" may be interested in learning to undered against his team.
stand the. JRore involved rules of the game. What now follows
.A ruck occurs when one or more players from each
is a simplified version of "Rugger, How to Play tie Game"
team are on thier feet with the ball on the ground between
by Derek Robinson.
them. Each team attempts to drive the other off the
The most basic rule of Rugby is that forward passing
ball'and gain possession. The same is true for the maul —
is prohibited. Any player -who violates this rule, automaticwhere the ball is held. The ball may be handled in a maul,
ally incurs a scrum in the opposition's favor (a scrum will be but not in a ruck.
defined later). A knock-on is a similar offence in that it is a
If the ball is kicked, thrown or knocked into touch
fumbled catch which results in the ball being bounced from
by its going over the touchline, then a line-out is awarded to
the hand or arm towards the opponents dead-ball line (see
the team that was not responsible for the ball going out of
accompanying diagram). If a player fumbles a catch and
touch, i. e„ the last player to touch the ball before going
the ball falls in the direction of his team's dead-ball line.
out of touch has the line-out awarded against his team.
then play continues uninterrupted, as that player's mistake
Seven of the eight forwards from each team line up five
is to the opposition's advantage. A knock-on also incurs
yards inside of the touch-line, one yard apart from each
a scrum in the opposition's favor.
other with a two yard gap between the two teams. The ball
A tackle is defined as something that happens -when
is thrown in and each team tries to win possession of it.
'a man with the ball in the field of play is held by one or
The three major ways of scoring are by scoring a
try
(touchdown
opponents,
more
and while he is held the ball touches
= 4 points), a conversion (an opportunity to
the ground. If the player is still on his feet, yet cannot free score 2 extra points once a try Has been scored; by converting the bail from a place kick over die posts), and a
himself immediately from the tackle and cannot play the
bill except by releasing it, then this too is a legitimate
penalty conversion (kicking the ball froma place kick over
tackle. A tackled player must let go of the ball at once -and
the posts, once a penalty has been awarded).
the tackier must allow him to release the ball. Neither
Tfiese then are the rules og Rugby simplified. If
player may interfere with play until he Is once again on
anyone is interested in enrolling in the Rugby squad for t
his feet.
the spring semester, please contact Gary DeVoe, ext. 553.

Colby Fencer
Foils Foes
by Sue Pierce
Two members of the neophyte Colby Fencing Club went
to U. of Maine at Farmington on Saturday, November 5 to
compete in the 4 Weapon Open Fencing Meet sponsored by
the UMF Fencing Club and the A.F.L.A. (Amateur Fencers
League of America).
The two Colby entrants were Hugette Duteau , a senior
and Sue Pierce, a sophomore: both entered in the Novice Wo-'
men's Division, along with fencers from U.M.O., TJ.M.F. and
Ellsworth High School. Hugette, fencing in her first meet ever,
fenced expertly and rose to the top_ of a pool of <ight fencers
to win an AF.L.A. First Place Gold Medal. Sue Pierce, who
fenced last year at U.M.F., balanced things out by coming in
seventh and being a fairly good sport about it. Hugette's win
h a very rare occurence for a first meet aJid showed the other
clubs what kind of talent Colby can offer in com petitive fencingj,
This meet featured Men 's and Women's Foil, Novice and
Advanced, Epee and Saber. Other clubs participati ng were the
University of New Brunswick/Canadian Fencers, Bates College,
and the aforementioned schools. The next meet is in,Orono '
on November 19 and all qualified fencers are urged to attend.
If anyone is interested, look for Fencing Club Meeting an
nouncementtor call Sue Pierce- 8%284o~6r Hugette IX*
tjeau, x337 for mote information.

Bonus Babies In NFL
by Tank McNamara
6 - 1 , 295 pounds; that was me in 1971 as a first
round draft choice of the Tri-City Chargers in the Berlin,
New Hampshire Ni ght League. It wasn't easy for me to
sign the contract though; until the Chargers started pushing the .fringe benefits on me: season tickets to all the
town high school hockey games and ten free strings of
bowling at Sam's Lanes in Nightfall, Vermont. So, you
see, I've been in the limelight, I know what it's like to
be a high-touted ballplayer.
I also know that the pressures put on a top round
draft choice aren't sm all. It's tough up there at the top.
Take the NFL, for example - a high round pick is all
$
but assured of making the roster, since he p robably has
a no-cut contract, so even if he couldn't make the grade
he would still get paid for it. What coach wants to cut
a top draft choice and admit that he made the mistake
of paying a guy $2 50,000 to sit home and watch the
season on television. So the coaches push these socalled "blue chippers" hard to get thern in shape, and the
veterans push them even harder to quit. Can you blame
them? What seasoned veteran of fourteen years, with
six punt, pass, and kick champions at home to feed ,
wants to give way to a youngster named Bobby "the
barefoot " Ballcarrier, even if he is the owner's nephew.
Jimmy Richards, former defensive back for the Jets,
summed it up best when he said, "Rookies are like
children, they should be seen and not heard. I kept
to myself and kept quiet. I figur ed if nobody noticed
me maybe they'd let me stick.around for a while." Jimmyapparently wasn't the only person who felt that way. {
Roman Gabriel, first round draft choice of the Rams in
1962 , said, "When I first showed up in camp I p lay ed
pass with myself. I mean, I threw the ball, chased it
down, and then threw it .again. That was my practice. I
figured 1 couldn't afford to get uppity and ask anyone to
catch for me."
Larry Bowie, ex-Vikings' offensive guard, summed it
up best when he said of the mental pressures in pro football , "Wouldn 't it be great if the head could be removed
and you just had to send your body to training camp."
Wherever you are, Larry, if you'd have #ven me that
advice sooner, then maybe I'd still be .in the league. I
like sound advice.

War And A Piece
by Tim Farley
We are interviewing Ivan Kikov, placekicker for the
Southwest Stormers. This year, Ivan has put thc pigskirt
over the crossbar enough to total 187 points.
-Ivan, what do you like about sports in America?
-Amyedicaj i futbol me makes wedy hoppy. Me Amyedican
womens like much much.
-What 's the difference between American and Russian
sport?
-Amyedican futbol wedy more much rubles.
-What's the personal value you glean from participation in
that great game ot this great country?
-No unnastan.
-For you, what is it that makes football fun?
-Me $ay, wedy much womens, wedy much rubles. Is more?
-Well people, uh people, in this country say that the athlete has some more important reason for playing, something
that drives him.
-Meanink you car? Me haff big car. Many womens car like
good,
-No, no. Why do you play football , aside from the money
and the girls?
-Me like telcbison, Me many peoples see. Is good. Mc
many womens (ike , and me no hair has. Is wedy not same
in Rooslia. Womens hair like.
v
-I still think you're nqt reading mc right. Anyway, how do
you get along with your teammates?
-Oh, wedy nices mens. How you say? Me they teaches all
know I.

/ PIA Y action - soccer to musk?

G.C.P,

Bouque ts For
Tennis Team
by Kathy Reichert
Seven and three is a good beginning for the story of
this year's Colby Tennis Team. They netted a doubles
state championship, and two first-runner-up titles in both
singles and doubles. Overall, the season has been one of
consistant, high-calibre play, and obviously, Freshmen Amy
Parker and Sue E ggleston's State Doubles Championship
wis a victory th at no one figured on.
On Monday, team members got together for a break-up
dinner, decided the co-captains, and awarded the MVP.
Maureen Flint and Janice Miller will be co-captains next
year. Mo Flint was also named the Most Valuable Player
for the '77 season. This season was a success — and the
strong finish makes the team anxious for next year.

sp o rt s

Gridders Ra lly
Falls Short
by Rus Lodi

On special occasions, it is customary to serve a fine
wine with the meal. Last Saturday, when Colby met
Tufts in Medford , Coach Richard McGee had a similar opportunity to bring a rare vintage from the cellar to the
field and this move almost made the game a success.
Finding himself with two disabled quarterbacks, McGee was forced to play seldom-used senior Steve Plomaritis, the whippet-like signal caller who guided Colby. to its
only win a year ago. Despite his lack of playing time,
Plomaritis was able to manage an-offense that railed for 13
fourth.quarter points and Tufts had to sweat for a 17-13
victory.
However, there were other reasons why Colby was
able to stay close against a larger, stronger opposition . As
usual, the Colby defense played with the desperate desire
/if an army backed up to the edge of the Grand Canyon,
lime and time again , the Tufts offense would move deep
into Colby territory , only to have fumbles or stellar defensive efforts by Kerwin , McCarthy , Salimone et. al. thwart
their threats.
Still, Tufts always seemed on the verge of breaking
the game wide open and this dictated tlie play of the Colby offense. "We never had good field position ," said Coach

AmyParker moves to return shot.
McGee, "so we awkwardly played the scoreboard." Forced
into a conservative type of game, Colby's major offensive
weapon was punter Steve Batchelder who consistently
kicked Colby out of trouble .
The Mules did muster a couple of threats in the second period. Down 7-0, a Frank Sears to Reid Cassidy 45
yard pass put the ball inside the Tufts 30, but Plomaritis
field goal attempt was short. Later, Colby moved into
Tufts territory on the strength of Furcillo and Porter's
blocking for the sweeping George Dolan. Unfortunately,
this drive stalled at the Tufts 20.
Colby trailed 7-0 through the third quarter as Tufts
continued to dominate play. A field goal made it 10-0,
but it was at this point that Colby started moving. Dolan
gave Colby good field position with a kick-off return to
m idfield. Plomaritis, having replaced the ailing Sears, went
to work. Off a roll-out pass, he kept and ran for 18 yards.
Then he sprinted out and hit Higgins on a deep sideline
route, to the 13. On the next play, he passed to Reid Cassidy for tlie score.
Tufts, not to be denied , came right back, grinding
out yardage on the ground, and finally scoring what proved
to be the winning touchdown with abou t 8 minutes on
the clock.
Colby scored again, however, moving 59 yards to
paydirt. Key plays in this drive were an 11 yard screen
pass to Drovin, two 12 yard runs "by Dolan and a 7 yard
run by Plomaritis. Dolan capped this drive by plunging over from 4 yards out.
Thus the score was 17-13 with about five minutes to
go. Colby, anxious to get the ball back v stacked up the
line to stop the ball-control offense of Tufts. However,
the Medford men just fired out and moved the ball slowly downfield as the clock ran out and the Mules never saw
the ball again. If they had, they might have come bac k
with a different story.

Booters Battle
To Stand-off
by Anne H ussey

Do you remember Soccer 's last home game?

Colby ended its soccer season last Wednesday by batding UJMPG to a 1-1 standoff. The game spanned regulation
time and two overtime periods and can be described as a
relentless dogfight b etw een a hustling Mule squad and a
southern opponent, who, over the course o f the season, had
comp iled an impressive 10-2 record.
Colby frosh Tim Rice scored thc ice-breaking goal.
Dart ing through a sleeping defense, Rice sud denly present ed
himself in fron t of the goalie. He faked , drawing the goalie
out of position and then shot from an incredible ancle,
the ball catching the far comer for the first goal.
In a retaliating rush, UMPG capitalized on a Mule
defensive miscue to fire a shot past goalie Larry Hill.
The game went on into overtime with p lay t aking
place mainly in the Colby defensive zone. Here, it was t he
reflexes of Hill and the hustle of teammates Chip Child ,
Andy rlubcr, and Dou g Lewing which p reserved the tie.
Also integral was Dave Laliberty and Bob Lizza 's harass- .
ment of UMPG's midfield play, as was the generally fine
effort displayed by the whole squ ad.
G,C,r,

Sue Eggleston in mid-serve

Ci.G. -r.

Strok ers Pre pared
by Kathy Reichert
An often unpublicized Varsity sport is pulling itself arm over arm - toward another season. The Varsity swim
team, composed of both men and women, begin their Division III competition on December 3 at Bowdoin. Co-captains
Peter Dwyer and Brad Germaine are now running practice,
building their team members up to the 6000 yard/day average
distance they must cover, once official practices are in fullswing. (That works out to be about 3V_ miles daily). According to Capt. Germaine, the team looks to a winning season,
hoping to improve on their last year's 5 -4- record. Two freshmen are a strong addition to the team; Neal Johnson and Bob
McCourdy plus a complement of good women swimmers —
Diane Young and Paula Hinkley. Three divers will also contribute their skills, rounding out a squad of fifteen competitors.

Outing Club Returns
by Henry Banks
Leslie: Where did you go last Saturday?
Gary: Mt. Megunticook, Camden Hills State Park.
Leslie: How many people went?
Gary: Eleven .
Leslie: I understand there is a transportation problem on
Outing Clu b trips.
Gary: Sad, but true.
Leslie : Well, how did you get there?
Gary: In a 1950 Dodge truck.
Leslie: All eleven? How was it?
Gary; Damn cold.
Leslie : Once you got there, was it a long hike?
Gary: Onl y a few miles.
Leslie: How far out to sea could you see?
Gary: To the horizon.
Leslie: What 's up on Mt. Megunticook?
Gary: A lot of rocks.
Leslie: Were there any interesting rocks or anything?
Gary: Actually they are probably some of the best rocks
in the state of Maine. They're good for sitting on to soak
up the sun , good to scramble around on, and good for just
a clear view out across the Atlantic.
Leslie: Sounds nice. Did you do anything else down at
t he coast besides climb a mount ain?
Gary: We looked around the town of Camden , too.
Leslie: But if all these people rode to Camden in the back
of a. truck , were t here any il effects ?
Gary : Some people still h aven 't thawed out.
Leslie: What can they do to warm up?
Gary: There are two options ": 1) Drink Irish coffee, or
2) go to the Country Dance on Friday nigh t in Roberts

Loft at 7:30.

Leslie: Which do you recommend?
Gary: Drinking 's good, but dancing's better.
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Graduating college seniors, new graduates and graduate
students are invited to apply for the "live-in" Pre-Professional
Resident Advisor/CounselorTraineeships offered at the
CAREER HOUSE unia of The Devereux Foundation in Buburban Philadelphia, a multidisciplinary residential and day care
treatment and rehabilitationcenter. The Devereux PA.
Branch is approved by the APA for Pre-Doctoral Internships *
in Clinical Psychology and Counseling Psychology. CAREER
HOUSE is approved by the International Association of Counseling Services as an Accredited Counseling Center. As part
of the Earl D. Bond Branch of The Devereux Foundation, it
has received accreditation as a Psychiatric Facility for Chil- .
dien and Adolescents by The Joint Comrnission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
k ___ !_ $eyeral twelve-month Resident Advisor/Counselor
Traineeships are available at CAREER HOUSE, an innovative,
transitional, co-ed, residential treatment/therapeutic educa-don facility for post-high school youth with learning and
adjustment problems, which works with local colleges, career
training schools and work placements. Trainees "live-in"and
receive training and supervised experience in supportive
counseling and milieu therapy, crisis intervention, residential
. treatment, social rehabilitation and recreation therapy, arid
report writing. They participate in case conferences and
attend clinical seminars. Experience may also be offered in
psychoeducationaland vocational evaluations, selective job
placements, educational therapy and academic tutoring.
/j $fclicsnts with prior experience in expressivemedia may be
assigned to the Adjunctive Therapies Program encompassing
art, photography, film-making, campus radio and TV studio
operation , and Newsletters.
A combined stipend and allowance of $3 16-$409 per
month, housing and meals are offered to qualified applicants
who are U.S. Citizens, unmarried and at least 2 2 years of
ages $300/mb. and-the-allowance are tax-exempt. Group
hospitalization arid Major Medical Insurance coverage is also
provided. Trainees must have the use of a fully insured personal automobile and should be able to do their own typing.
They should have a broad academic base of training and some
degree hi practical experiencein outlined duties. Preferences
will be given to applican ts wh o plan to attend graduate
school and presently seek a compr ehensive training exp eri ence
in supportive mental health services; Information and
applications are available from Dr. Henry Piatt, Director,
Devereux Founda tion, CAREER HOUSE, Devon, Pa. 19333-.
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Part Time
l)O akhurst Dairy Truck Driver
2)Cocktail "Waitress
3) Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers
(could turn into an administrative position
after graduation).

There are 60 summer internships offered ii> editing and reporting from the Newspaper Fu nd. Applicants need to send for their own application forms. As
the deadline is Dec. 1, interested students should come
as soon as possible to the Career Planning Office, Lovejoy 110 for information.

Full Time
l)Math Teacher (grades 7-12)
2)Science Teacher (grades 7-12)
See Career Planning Office, LJ110

Another Internship
Smith College will again be operating its annual
stimmer intern-teaching program. Prospective elementary .
or secondary school teachers can acquire as many as 8
graduate credit hours while serving as interns.
See Career Planning Office for more info rmation.

HELP WANTED: Bill's Lunch is looking for bartenders,
cocktail waiters/waitresses.
Immediate openings.

WANTED a student to help drive for a lady who is
going to Wilmington, Mass. for Thanksgiving. She would
like to leave sometime Wednesday before Thanksgiving
and come back Sunday. She has a new automobile with
automatic shift. She will do some of the driving if student wishes but does not want to drive the distance
alone. Anyone who needs a ride home should contact:
Mrs. Cecile Gagnon
144 Clinton Ave.
Winslow, Maine
Telephone 873-0545
She is always home in the evenings and usually in
the day tune. Please contact her as soon as possible as
she is anxious to know if someone is willing to help her
drive to Wilmington.

exam s
PACE

The applications have arrived. Contrary to
previous notice they will be given in Maine four
times in Janu ary and fou r times in April. See Career
Planning Office for applications and info.

f o r e i gn

stud y

The National Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (NAFSA) has created a program to provide an
opportunity for foreign students to signify their interest
in employment to companies or institutions which offer
employment.
See Career Planning Office for more information.
Ms. Denise Cafaro, representing the Loyola of
Chicago Program in Rome, will be in Eustis 308 today
(Thursday, Nov. 10) at 2 :00 to taJk with interested
students about the program. She -will be showing slides.
BUS TRIP
When? November 19, 1977
Where? Boston
Why? Sightseeing, museums, dining, theatres, shopping.
How? By bus
Leaving from the Elm Plaza at 7:30 a.rn. _Lhaxp__
Returning form Boston at 7:00 p.m..
For reservations contact: Mrs, Norma Bartlett
x. 288.
I

p

Seniors , the next deadlines for applying to take
these exam s are as follows :
Graduate Record Exam—Dec. 13
Law School Admission Bulletin—Jan. 5
Foreign Service Officer Exam—Nov. 21
Graduate Management Adm ission Test—Nov. 14
See Career Planning Office, LJ 110 for applications.

Man does not live
by words alone !
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The following will be coming to Colby this fall
to interview prospective candidates. See Career Planini g Office to sign for time.
November 14 Drew University
16 Wharton School of Business (Univ. of Perm)
December 2 U.S. Navy
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Musk Ceat er

" everything
in
99 Main St.

music "
872,5622
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Downtown Waterville , Maine

i

lost

and

random

found

LOST: Off-white corduroy Lee Jacket. My keys were in
the pocket-please return them to B & G if you must keep
the j acket.
LOST in vicinity of Lovejoy or Library: Gold button to
pocket watch chain-sentimental value-substantial reward
Call x 510 Charlie Gordy
LOST: a pair of cont act lenses in a white case. If found,
please call Becky at x423. Important ! Reward offered.
(SOUND: One key to either a Honda car or a motorcycle.
Contact Roberts Desk.
FOUND: One woman 's watch, several months ago. Call
X364 or see John Devine or Ed Smith to identif y and claim.
LOST: a tan sweater (cardigan) in a blue plastic bag. If
found, call Linda at x529.
LOST: One silver necklace with butterfly pendant, in the
area between D.U. and Foss. If found , please contact Daisy,
354 Woodman, ext. 533.
LOST: A gold class ring—ruby stone. From Amesbury
High School, Class of 1977. Initials on inside DCJ.
Lost on Saturday night. Please contact Diane, x.
532 , rm. 356 or box 732.
LOST: One 4 by 6 beige file case box between 6 and
yS p.m. Tuesday, November 8th. Probably near Foss
Dining Hall. Very Important. Please return to John
Saunders - 306 Dana. Ext. 478.
LOST: Four keys on a leather key chain, about two
weeks ago, around Roberts or the library. Call Pam,
x 526.

Bermuda

Breaka way

Si vous voulez parler Franks venez a la
Table Francaise
le Mardi a 12:30 a Mary Low
le Mercredi a 6:00 a Foss
le Jeudi a 12:30 a Mary Low
et __i vous voulez ecouter de la musi que francaise et
canadienne reglez votre radio sur WMHB 91.5 FM
de 3:00 a 6:00 le Dimanche pour notre Programme
Fran cais.
Lorimer Chapel service on Sunday, N ovember
13th, 11:00 a.m. Sermon by Jane Dibden , '80:
"We're Ml In This Together."
J ODE — Miss you very much. Hurry
up and get here. 1-2-3, JAMIE.
Information for Students Requesting to Lire
Off Campus for Second Semester 1977-78.
Each year a small number of students may be
given permission to reside off campus for the second
semester, if enrollment figures permit. Since there
are generally more applications than spaces off
campus, the Room Draw Committee decided to adopt
a lottery system to determine which applicants
would be given permission to move off campus.
The lottery will be run in the following way:
1. Students interested in applying should
submit their names to the Dean of
Students Office as soon as possible,
but no later than December-8.
2. On December 9th , a number draw
will be held for all those who have submitted their names. The waiting list
will be ordered first by class year and
then by lottery number. Class years
will be ordered '78, '79°, '79, '80°, '80.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROBIMSKY-LEGAL AGAIN !
Happy Birthday LisaAnyone interested in taking a foreign auto repair
course, one night a week, second semester, call Dave x358
or Kevin x 524.

Announcemen t .
Schli tz Beer Person of th e M onth

random
Field Experience Opportu nity

A representative of the Williams College Mystic Seaport Program in American Maritime Studies will be in
Sturtevant Lounge Tuesday, November 15, at 9 p.m. to
talk to any students interested in the program.'
New York City, September 28, 1977. . . A $500 cash
prize is to be awarded by the American Health Foundation's
quarterly journal, Preventive Medicine,to the student
author of the best original paper on the subject of preventive
medicine. A runner-up prize of $200 is also being awarded.
Winning papers will be published in the Journal:
The deadline for receipt of papers is January 31, 1977
and the contest is open to any student (except postdoctoral
students) currently enrolled in undergraduate or graduate
courses in medicipe, dentistry, public health, epidemiology,
pharmacy, life sciences, nutrition, the social and behavioral
sciences, economics, law or business.
For entry forms auid information, students should
write to: The Editorial Office, Preventive Medicine, American
Health Foundation, 1370 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
New York 10019.
The American Health Foundation is a private, nonprofit research organization based in New York, dedicated
to reducing unnecessary death and illness through research, \
education and the promotion of good health.
Sociology 271, instructed by Professor Alexander
Rysman, is a semester course in sociological research methodology. In order to experience and better understand
social research methods, the class has chosen to construct and analyze a questionnaire as a semester project.
In developing the questionnaire, the class tried to
select a topic relevant to students at Colby .. Therefore,
the questions are aimed at measuring a phenomenon not '
alien to any college student : social pressure, both academic and non-academic.
A group of four hundred students has been randomly selected by the computer. Those named will find the
questionnaire in their campus mailbox this week.
The questionnaire is not complicated , nor is it
time-consuming. It is not necessary for names to accompany the answers. As the project depends on student
cooperation , the class asks that you honestly answer the
questions and promptly return the form to the special
box in Roberts Mail Room or in Campus Mail. The
results of the study will be available upon request b y
contacting Prof. A. Rysman, 409C, Lovejoy
For Sale: One Bancroft "Winner" Squash racquet. Slightly used, for $25. Sells new for $40. If interested, contact Jon Smith , Box 1436, Roberts.

J EFF "HOOPER" BERNARD
for an overall apprecia tion of the art of
drinking. Colby people take a cue from a
"living legend" — drinking is fundamen tal
to Colby life.

Take your break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that 's right on the beach .
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.
5 days/4 nights $279* per person (four to a room)
• Roundtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily • Unlimited tennis on six day/night
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available Januar y 2 to January 31, 1978.

*Por further complete Information and reservations, see your campus rep

uMff H j V
BSCtsf!
HOTEL

Chris Morrissey
Delta Kappa Epsilon .
r

872-9868

Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202

BELL RESTAURANT
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Ital ian Menu
Pizza and Italian Grinders
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RAPPROCHEMENT
Impressions Of A Newcomer

Professor Tom Tietenberg is a member of the Department of Economics. He comes to Colby after threeand-one-half years of teaching experience at Williams College and the University of Wisconsin.
by T.H. Tietenberg
One of the simple pleasures of being one of the
new guys in town is the ability it affords to bask in
anonymity. This anonymity allows the newcomer to
meet colleagues and students on individual terms without
the annoying hindrance of being preceeded by a label
such as liberal, strict constructionist, etc. Being a
relatively unknown commodity can. be a distinct
advantage.
Imagine my chagrin therefore when I was
discovered by a persistent reporter for the ECHO.
Her request was simple enough—would I draw some
contrasts between Colby and other institutions with
which I have been affiliated? A sensible person probably
would have said no, recognizing the peril in the assignment. N onetheless it was a reasonable request and one
I found difficult to decline.
Having taken the plunge it was necessary to sort
out my admittedly premature impressions to see
what sense could be made out of them. I could, of
course, dwell at length on the natural beauty of the

time from them to the remaining four courses may
well y ield more learning per hour spent.
Certainly the possibility exists that the hours
spent on the fifth course, would, if this course were
eliminated, be spent on more frivolous activities and
-would not result in any perceptible increase in depth
in the remaining fou r courses. The faculty, of course,
has a good deal of control over this since it sets the
standards for student performance. The question then
is whether the faculty could be counted upon to
provide the leadership which would be essential for
the achievement of a richer, deeper four-course load.
The chief stumbling block to the fulfillment of
that leadership is the teaching load currently imposed
on the faculty here. In my previous years of teaching
1 have never had to prepare more than four courses a
year. This year I will do six courses, a fifty per cent
increase! This kind of load simply does not permit

. . . I have decided to draw a contrast between

Colby and some other schools . . . in terms of

their respective resolutions of tension between
the generalist and specialist views of education.
setting, the friendliness of the Colby community,
the" strong committment to teaching by my colleaguesimpressions which are real and deeply felt. Somehow, however, that didn 't seem to fit one of the
implicit criteria for this column—that it stimulate
discussion. Therefore to fulfill this criterion I have
decided to draw a contrast between Colby and some
other schools with which 1 have been affiliated in
terms of their respective resolutions of tension between
the generalist and the specialist views of education as
they are reflected in the structure of the course of
study. The particular focal points for my remarks are
the ,five-course load and the Environmental Studies
program. Since these are issues currently under study
by Colby, they seem an appropriate point of departure.
A liberal arts school is by design more generalist
than say, for example , vocational schools. In general,
with some exceptions, a liberal arts education prepares
one to think and to create rather than to perform a
specific set of tasks required by some future occupation.
The students are invited, and to some extent forced ,
to sample a variety of disciplines and modes of thought.
The five-course load for Colby students can
logically be seen as an ex tension of t his generalist
philosophy—the more courses, the more exposure. Yet
many other liberal arts institutions don 't seem to see
it that way. At the core of the dis pute as to whether a
four-course load is superior to a fiv«-course load is a
. . . I have learned that it is standard practice to
choose four real courses and one course they
plan to slough over.

difference of opinions about the value of this additional
exposure as compared to the costs it imposes both on
faculty and students.
My own personal experience of having taug ht
under both systems (and I make no claim that my
because I simply don 't know
experience is t ypical is
is or not) that the costs of thc five-cours e
^hejher it
load ou t w eigh the benefits. In talking with a nu mber
of students at Colby I have learned that it is a standard
practice for a large number of students (though no t all )
to choose fou r real courses and one course they plan
t o slough over. The fifth course seems to be, by d esign ,
a low effort course, simply because for many stu d en ts
five courses are moie than th ey can adequately handle.
The low level of learning which apparently takes place
in these courses suggests that a reallocation of study

tame either for the faculty to deal individually with
students as much as an intensified learning process would
require or for research and keeping abreast of the intellectual developments in their area.
Part of the reason for this difference in teaching
load between Colby and other comparable liberal arts
schools is the five-course load. Moving to a fourcourse set-up would decrease total enrollments and
potentially could decrease thc number of cou rses which
need to be taught. Therefore as long as a movement
to a fou r-course load for stu dents were accompanied by
a reduction in the number of courses offere d, and no
reduction in the size of the faculty, faculty would
be released from the serious constraint which currently
exists on their ability to intensify thc educational
experience in their courses. So released they could
provide the leadershi p to ensure that the remaining
courses would be deeper and more intellectually meaningful than was previously possible.
A few paragraphs ago I mentioned that not all studen ts at Colby sloughed over their fifth cou rse. The question then is what would happen to these students who can
clearly handle a five cou rse load if Colby would change.
Other schools handle this by allowing a student to take a
fifth course at no extra expense. With this option even tlie
students who can handle five cou rses would benefit from a
four cou rse load because the quality of thc cou rses would
be enhanced. Thc decision to allow students to ta ke four
courses rather than five does not preclude a five course load
for students who can handle it.
In summary my limited expenence leads me to believe that the loss of exposu re which would result from
moving to a fou i-coursc load appears to be small , when t he
apparent lack of seriousness on thc part of students toward
the fi fth course is taken into account On the other hand
the potential for improving the quali ty of some smaller set
of courses appears large due to thc greater amounts of
time that both students and faculty could devote to them.
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A second major issue currently on campus is the app ropriate disposition of the Environmental Studies major.
Soon after my arrival I was pleased to have the opportunity
to meet with Prof. Pestana and compa_re notes on Environmental Studies. One of the things which attracted me to
Colby was the apparent interest in interdisci plinary programs. I have always felt that the potential benefits from
interdisciplinary programs were much hi gher th an those
t!
within established disci plines. Rather than leave the inte. . . the loss of exposure which would result
from moving to a four-course load appears
to he small. . .

gration of the myriad of methods of inquiry to which the
liberal arts student is exposed as an exercise for the student,
these programs insure that the integration is attempted (and
certainly not always achieved) joi ntly by students and faculty.
In my experience there are two main models for Environmental Studies programs. The first , a major in Environmental Studies, is m odeled after the disciplinary majors and
usually represents the strongest institutional commitment.
Under this model a department of Environmental Studies is
created which has its own staff and provides its own cou rses
^*
The second model seems to be more common. It is
in part, a recognition of the lack of a unified , systematic •
method of inquiry which can be labeled "Environmental
Studies" and is, in part, a tipping of thc hat to the financial
requirem ents that a serious commitment to an interdisci plinary major would impose. This model is less ambitious and
attempts to structure an integrated and coherent sequence
of courses, largely borrowed from other departments . These
courses provide an exposure to a variety of methods of inquiry focused on a common theme - the relationshi p of
mankind to its environment. These Envi ronmental Studies
programs are not majors programs and they don 't pretend
to be. The student must major in something else , usu ally a ¦
conventional discipline, and this is what provides the core
framework the student can use to organize his or her experiences in the environmental studies program .
My own experience leads me to believe that few institu tions (certainly all I have been associated with prior to
coming to Colby) are willing to m ake the commitment of
staff and resources that an interdisciplinary major like En- '/J
vironmental Studies would require if it is to provide an intellectual experience at least as good as a disciplinary major.
I am convinced that a good interdisciplinary major requires
more, not fewer resources, than a tradi tional major because
its task is so much more difficult. The pragmatist in me!1
therefore, causes me to prefer the second model since I •'
believe that it is better to accomplish a. less adventu rous,
though desirable, goal, than to fall short of accomp lishin g a
more noble , but much more difficult goal.
Th c Environmental Studies programs with which I am
familiar focus on environmental policy at both the local and
national level. Typically they are operated by a specially
I am convinced that a good interdisci plinary
major requires more , not fewer resources,
than a traditional major. . .
created institution within the college (called the Center for
Environmental Studies or some other equ all y unimagin ative 1
name) with a full time director and secretary. These program s generally attempt to fus e the na tu ral an d social
scien ces through cou rses, ou tside speakers and research.
Various devices such as weekly or monthly informal lunche ons am ong st uden ts and facul ty pr owi d c an oppor t uni ty
to break down natural barriers. Usually these lunches will
feature a short , informal talk by some faculty member or
student on some facet of environmental research. Ideally
the Center also serves as a research organization through
which student and faculty research on pressing local and
regional environmental problems could be funded by pri vate or public agencies.
My final impression is t ha t Col by is a sch ool whi ch
never st ops t rying to impr ove i t self in spi te of its obvi ous
success in providing quality education over the years. Teaching and learning in a place which is entitled w> rest on its
laurels , bu t refuses to do so, is an exciting experience and 4ji
one I intend to savor.

